Arraya Solutions speeds transformation and IT modernization through our ability to assess, migrate,
optimize and manage workloads and applications. We will work hand-in-hand with you to maximize the
advantages of modern computing.
Benefits of engaging with our certified experts,
proven processes and best of breed tools include:


UNDERSTANDING

READINESS:

Assess

people, process and technology to document
current environment.


GAINING

ALIGNMENT:

Define

business

goals and identify gaps across the organization

that need to be addressed for success.


REDUCING

COMPLEXITY:

guidance and

technical skills

Deliver
needed

the
to

address complex requirements.


LOWERING RISK: Provide recommendations
with financial information to drive informed
decision-making.
A comprehensive cloud strategy must account for resource consolidation and
management, on-demand self-service, broad network access and rapid elasticity. How
do you evolve your IT strategy to incorporate these benefits without impacting your
ability to confidently deliver services to end-users? The answer lies in choosing a
partner who understands your situation and knows how to help.

Arraya’s cloud services are designed from the onset to help you achieve your goals at various stages on
the cloud continuum ─ private, public, hybrid and cloud native. Our goal is to empower you to choose the
right mix of cloud platforms and environments that address your individual requirements at any stage of
the cloud journey.
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STRATEGY & ASSESSMENT

MIGRATION



Cloud Readiness



Design of Public, Private and Hybrid



Cloud Strategy



DR, Backup and Archive



Data Center Automation



Cloud Managed Infrastructure



IT Application Maturity and Cloud Platform



Cloud Security

Readiness



Cloud UC and Collaboration



Workload Placement and Cost Analysis



On-premises to Azure and AWS



Azure/AWS Migration



Azure to/from AWS



Cloud Security

TRANSFORMATION

MANAGEMENT & OPTIMIZATION



Application Modernization



Cost Visibility and Optimization



Database Re-Platforming



Utilization Trending



Data Translation and Integration



Tenant Management



Orchestration, Automation and Portal



Workload Monitoring and Optimization



Mobile Application



Automation and DevOps



API Integration



Security Operations



Analytics and BI



IoT



Cloud Native Development
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